interpreters and scientists
working on our parks

Why iSWOOP? For the four years I have been at Carlsbad, there has always
been a slight disconnect between current research and interpreters. Because
of that, visitors’ understanding of science may suffer from misinformation
or complete lack of information. The more that visitors understand the
significance of the science, the more they will value the park and the resources
it protects.—Interpreter, 2014
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iSWOOP is funded by The National Science Foundation, under grant 1323030 and
grant 1514776.
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this
material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of The
National Science Foundation.

Project leaders are based at TERC and Winston Salem State University.
TERC is a not-for-profit education research and development organization
dedicated to improving mathematics, science, and technology teaching
and learning. iSWOOP has an ever-expanding network of National Parks,
colleagues who develop visualizations, and advisors from different universities
and educational organizations.
The project website is currently iSWOOPcave.com, soon to be iSWOOPparks.com

With the exception of the image on page 16, photo credits are Hristov and Allen,
unless otherwise noted.
© 2016
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Introduction to iSWOOP
Project Goals
iSWOOP stands for Interpreters and Scientists Working On Our Parks. This project is funded by the National Science
Foundation. The National Science Foundation and the National Park Service both include public education in their
mission statements.
This project is meant to advance STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) learning among national park
visitors. iSWOOP brings together educators, scientists, and National Park Service (NPS) interpreters to create a model
that brings visitors into the loop on the science research underway on park lands.
iSWOOP will enhance interpreter-visitor interactions in four ways. iSWOOP will provide interpreters with:
•

Direct contact with scientists doing research in the park in an interactive format;

•

Field-based experiences, increasing their awareness of scientific park-based research;

•

Compelling visualizations which can function as a jumping off point for STEM learning;

•

Opportunities to reflect on and expand their strategies for eliciting visitors’ questions to promote
active learning.

Benefits to Visitors
iSWOOP will give visitors an opportunity to see aspects of the park that are not usually visible. Through programs
interpreters offer using images from the iSWOOP visual library, visitors will have the chance to:
•

Become aware of and appreciate park-based and park-relevant research;

•

Learn about and respond to scientists’ visualizations like laser scans and graphs of pollen counts;

•

Share their questions and observations, predictions and speculations during programs and afterwards;

•

Increase their understanding of how scientists know what they know;

•

Explore the relevance of research to their lives and to management decisions at the park.

Expected Outcomes
The project will ...
•

Increase interpreters’ knowledge of and increase their strategies for communicating about research;

•

Document models for how national parks can spark or fuel thousands of visitors’ interest in park-based
science research

•

Contribute to the body of research on interest and learning in informal settings.

© 2016 • iSWOOPcave.com
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iSWOOP2.0 Program Model

iSWOOP2.0
Partners

Major Program
Components

NPS
Interpreters

Feature current
research in
programs & visitor
interactions

NPS park-based
staff
Professional
development

Tell stories about
how we/scientists
know what
they know

Scientists with
park-based or
park-relevant
research

NPS Visitors

Greater awareness
and appreciation
of research and
parks as sites of
research

Increased
understanding of
science process

+
iSWOOP2.0 Staff
project leaders,
consultants, and
advisors
Visual library

Engage visitors
in observing,
speculating,
predicting
based on
scientists’
visualizations
Facilitate visitors
in discussing
relevance of
research to their
lives
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Increased visual
literacy

Form emotional
and intellectual
connections
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Expectations of Interpreters
As a result of iSWOOP professional development, we expect that you will be able to plan and deliver programs that:
•

Encourage visitors to observe and speculate. Pause and ask: What do
you notice? What do you predict?

•

Offer opportunities for visitors to build on each others’ ideas and answer
each others’ questions

•

Tell or enable visitors to tell a compelling story about the science
research and/or scientists

•

Explain how scientists know what they know. Field related questions.

•

Generate interest and appreciation for visualizations

•

Capture visitors’ reactions, or questions to communicate to the
researchers

•

Deepen visitors’ understanding of and connection to the park and its
resources

What strikes you? What do you
think? Do bats’ body temperatures
change during flight?

iSWOOP Calendar
Park

2016

2017

2018

PD for 20+ interpreters May

PD

Research Team Visit July?

May

PD for 20+ interpreters

PD

May or June

May or June

PD for 20+ interpreters

PD

Late fall

Fall or winter

Reconnaissance visit Intro to
iSWOOP for park staff field work?

PD

Test iSWOOP, July-September
ANP

Observations August (Interest
researcher and Martha)

Acadia
INDU

Reconnaissance visit

Indiana Dunes
JOTR
Joshua Tree

Reconnaissance visit, Intro to
iSWOOP for park staff, field work
with Cameron Barrows

JELA

Choose scientist fall 2016

Jean Lafitte

CAVE
Carlsbad
Caverns

January
Keep on roving and documenting
interactions, lead programs for
visitors, complete surveys
Observations June, Interest
researcher
Intro to iSWOOP for new interps

BOHA
Boston Harbor
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Informal try-out with Acadia
visual library?

Fall or winter

Research team visit
Time TBD

PD

Work with Resources on
cameras for bat cave?

with new
researchers?

Time, TBD
Reconnaissance visit Intro to
iSWOOP for park staff field work?
Spring

PD
Time TBD
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Project Staff and Institute Participant List
Participant
Abe Miller-Rushing, Science Coordinator
Schoodic Education Research Center, Acadia National Park
Aleutia Scott, Supervisory Park Ranger
Jean Lafitte National Historic Park and Preserve
Alexa Pezzano, Director and Lead Field Interpreter
Schoodic Education and Research Center, Acadia National Park

Contact
abe_miller-rushing@nps.gov
(207) 288-8733
aleutia_scott@nps.gov
alexa_pezzano@nps.gov

Betty Lyle, Supervisory Park Ranger
Acadia National Park

betty_lyle@nps.gov
(207) 288-8815

Bob Brodman, Professor of Biology and Environmental Science
St. Joseph’s College

bobb@saintjoe.edu
(219) 866-6000

Brittani George, Artist, Illustrator, Researcher
Carrie Shaw, Researcher, Illustrator, Educator, Student

georgebrittanimarie@gmail.com
carrie.e.shaw@gmail.com
(336) 971-5886

Christie Anastasia, Deputy Chief of Interpretation
Acadia National Park

christie_anastasia@nps.gov
(207) 288-8806

Christina Caparelli, Park Guide
Carlsbad Caverns National Park

christina_caparelli@nps.gov
(575) 785-2232

Chris Mathews
FilmTeam, iSWOOP

mathews.cr@artist.uncsa.edu

Cynthia Char, iSWOOP Evaluator
Char Associates

cynthia@charassociates.com
(802) 224-9955

Dylan Landry
ASAP New Media Program, University of Maine, Orono
Elisabeth Colby, Youth Engagement Specialist
Boston Harbor Islands National and State Park
Eric Morrison
ASAP New Media Program, University of Maine, Orono
Erica Tucker, Ornithology Interpretive Ranger
Acadia National Park
Flora Lichtman, Science Journalist
Grant Conversano, FilmTeam, iSWOOP
Hannah Webber, Education and Research Project Manager
Schoodic Education and Research Center, Acadia National Park
Jacquelyn Gill, Asst. Professor of Paleoecology and Plant Ecology
University of Maine, Orono
Jesse Wheeler, Exotic Plant Management Program Leader
Acadia National Park
Joe Arsenault
ASAP New Media Program, University of Maine, Orono
Julianne Larsen, Park Ranger
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
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dylan.landry@maine.edu
(603) 361-7227
elisabeth_colby@partner.nps.gov
(617) 223-8596
eric.morrison@maine.edu
erica_tucker@nps.gov,
etucker72@yahoo.com
flora.lichtman@gmail.com
grant.conversano@gmail.com
hwebber@schoodicinstitute.org
jacquelyn.gill@maine.edu
(207) 581-2305
jesse_wheeler@nps.gov
(207) 288-8722
Joe_Arsenault@umit.maine.edu
julianne_larsen@nps.gov
(219) 395-1821
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Project Staff and Institute Participant List (continued)
Participant
Kate Petrie, Interpretation and Education Coordinator
Schoodic Education and Research Center, Acadia National Park
Kit Hamley, Graduate Student
University of Maine, Orono
Linda Morrison, Interpretation Ranger
Acadia National Park
Louise Allen, Assistant Professor of Biology
Winston-Salem State University
Marc Albert, Resource Stewardship Program Manager
Boston Harbor Islands National and State Park
Martha Merson, iSWOOP Project Director
TERC
Marina-Ashley Naputi-Fonseca
ASAP New Media Program, University of Maine, Orono
Michael Marion, Interpretive Ranger
Acadia National Park
Mike Scott
ASAP New Media Program, University of Maine, Orono
Monae Verbeke, Senior Research Associate
Institute for Learning Innovation

Contact
kate_petrie@nps.gov
(207) 288-1312
catherine.hamley@maine.edu
LLMorrison99@yahoo.com
(865) 258-4744
allenl@wssu.edu
(857) 540-1390
marc_albert@nps.gov
(617) 223-8106
martha_merson@terc.edu
(617) 873-9742
marinaashley.naputifonseca@maine.edu
(719) 484-9298
michael_marion@nps.gov
(207) 288-8823
Mike_Scott@umit.maine.edu
monae.verbeke@freechoicelearning.org

Nickolay Hristov, Asst. Professor of Biology/Design Reseacher,
Winston-Salem State University

hristovni@wssu.edu
857-540-6020

Pam Cox, Supervisory Park Ranger, Division of Interpretation
Carlsbad Caverns National Park

pam_cox@nps.gov
(575) 785-3131

Pam Tripp, Lead Ranger
Joshua Tree National Park

pam_tripp@nps.gov
(760)367-5534

Parick Kark, Ornithology Ranger
Acadia National Park
Ryan Lebar
FilmTeam, iSWOOP
Scott Pattison, Director for Administration
Institute for Learning Innovation

kark.patrick@gmail.com
rlebar@gmail.com
scott.pattison@freechoicelearning.org

Seth Benz, Bird Ecology Program Director
Schoodic Education and Research Center, Acadia National Park

sbenz@schoodicinstitute.org

Susan Abbott-Schmidt, Park Ranger
Schoodic Education and Research Center, Acadia National Park

abbottschmidt@yahoo.com

Tim Watkins, Climate Change Science and Education Coordinator
RLC/CESU National Corrdinator, National Park Service
Tracey Wright, Senior Researcher and Developer
TERC
Wendy Smith, Park Ranger
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
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tim_watkins@nps.gov
(202) 513-7189
tracey_wright@terc.edu
(617) 873-9743
wendy_w_smith@nps.gov
(219) 395-1987
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Findings from iSWOOP1.0 at Carlsbad Caverns
iSWOOP provided a structure and point of access for multi-directional communication park-based research.
10 of the 14 interpreters surveyed named research knowledge and access as the biggest benefits of iSWOOP.

iSWOOP encouraged conversation, where interpreters listen and question more and talk less. 9 of the 14
interpreters reported that iSWOOP had enabled them to look at visitor engagement differently.

It helped me put some energy back into my programs and approach them a different way. Oftentimes the default for
our programs is to do all the talking. This helped me step back from that.
(Especially with family groups) When I hear a question, instead of immediately swooping in to answer, let the adults
in the group respond first, and let them invite me to participate. This has been richly rewarding ….

iSWOOP encouraged scientists and interpreters to go beyond one-way information transmission. Just
about half the sessions observed that interpreters led (14 sessions; 54%), used a range of interactive techniques.

Interpreters crafted and delivered programs for the public on park-based research, in spite of obstacles.
Challenges to incorporating science research into programs prior to iSWOOP included 1) accessing scientific research;
2) making scientific information accessible and understandable.

Following iSWOOP training, interpreters reported that they had improved in their ability to
– make sense of scientists visualizations: 11 out of 14; 79%
– explain areas of scientific bat research being conducted at CAVE: 79%
– generate excitement about park-based research: 71%

Interpreters increase visitors’ engagement with park-based research.
Interpreters and visitors examined scientists’ visualizations such as models of the
cave opening and thermal footage from the roost. They examined high-speed
video of different bat species and talked about wing structure and function. They
discussed patterns related to precipitation and colony size. The idea that researchers
are working at national parks was new and impressive. Visitors explicitly
commented on this in 18 of 102 programs.
The comment that stood out ... one lady talked about how she didn’t even know the park was being used for research.
Most of them [the visitors] thought that seeing scientist’s work presented this way was different. It was not a
presentation of facts so much as an opportunity to see things they weren’t expecting to.

Findings were based on...

10

•

26 observations of interpreters facilitating programs based on Hristov and Allen’s research. Nine out of 10
iSWOOP interpreters working at the park in Summer 2014 were observed on a total of 10 days. Nearly all
were observed twice.

•

14 Pre- and post-program surveys, PD session evaluations; 100% completion rate.

•

102 programs documented in feedback logged by 12 of the 14 interpreters. Interpreters reflected on their
programs delivered January-Sept. 2014 to 683 participants in the theater and visitor center (formal and
informal settings).

•

9 interpreters reported stats and commented on roving with the iSWOOP visual library stored on tablets
August 2014-March 2015. 89 roves and nearly 1,650 contacts.
iSWOOPcave.com • © 2016

iSWOOP2.0 Evaluation and Research
iSWOOP aims to enhance NPS public programs and interpretive experiences in science and to move the field of
informal science education (ISE) forward. Two separate teams will work collaboratively with iSWOOP project leaders
on these goals.
The research team is working to add knowledge
(particularly in the area of interest development) to
the ISE field, including museums, zoos, environmental
education organizations, and other out-of-school
settings.
The evaluation team will be working to identify how
iSWOOP can best support NPS interpreters and park
sites to strengthen visitors’ intellectual and emotional
connections to science and to the parks.
Evaluation Team
Dr. Cynthia Char, of Char Associates, will conduct the
evaluation, which will follow the project’s evolution
from the development of visualizations through
several rounds of professional development sessions
and further refinements of the image libraries. Across a variety of national park settings, evaluators will examine
iSWOOP’s effectiveness in:
•

equipping interpreters to convey current scientific research to the public, to increase the public’s awareness
of park-based scientific research;

•

developing a visual library that enables interpreters to create customizable programs on key environmental
topics that are compelling and relevant to the local park, interpreters and visitors;

•

helping interpreters promote interactivity, guide conversations, and engage visitors in the science process.

Research Team
Dr. Monae Verbeke and Dr. Scott Pattison, from the Institute for Learning Innovation, will lead the pilot research, as
part of a long-term effort to understand the impact of staff-facilitated experiences in out of school settings.
The research will contribute to:
•

providing guidance for park interpreters and project leaders in sparking long-term interest pathways for
visitors

•

providing a foundation for future studies of how staff-facilitated experiences in national parks spark longterm interest pathways for visitors;

•

exploring how theoretical models on interest development transfer to interpreted experiences in national
parks;

Collaborative Efforts
Both teams will cooperatively investigate a number of iSWOOP factors, including: what interpretation strategies are
effective in engaging visitors in park-based research.

© 2016 • iSWOOPcave.com
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Messages about Science

Before you head out to communicate science to public audiences, as you design an iSWOOP program, think about the
messages you might explicitly or implicitly convey to your audience. The new interpretive competencies emphasize
self-awareness and transparency, so be thoughtful about …

… Your relationship to science. Are you a doer,
thinker, a questioner, a consumer, a critic a skeptic,
a consumer? Do you take a different stance
depending on the type of science or issue being
discussed? You might find visitors who have a
similar relationship to science or one that is in
opposition to yours. How will you acknowledge
any of this? Will it be important? How you might
exhibit respect for and actively elicit visitor
knowledge and perspectives?
Thermal image by an interpreter looking down, Winter 2014.

… The Park Service’s current and historical relationship and non-relationship to scientific research. Does that figure in?
How so? Acknowledge that this history has a cultural basis that might or might not be shared with audience members
who will have their own relationships to scientific research. How might you probe for these and use what you learn to
help frame interpretive messages and create productive discussion?

… How you might express your own and the park service’s willingness to learn, grow and change perspectives.

12
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Project Viewpoints • Science and Technology
What we think and where these ideas come from

1) Science is about questions, the next question. We are realistic about what we don’t know.
Firestein (2013), speaking about his course and book Ignorance: How It Drives Science begins: “So every fact really that
we get just spawns ten new questions. And those are the things that ought to be interesting to us, not the facts. … This
makes science more accessible to all of us because we can all understand the questions. … You can talk to a physicist
and ask her, what are the real questions that are interesting you now? … and you’ll have a great conversation.
Related to speaking with scientists (as part of a seminar on Ignorance): … The kind of questions we ask scientists…
What will happen if you don’t know this, if you never get to know it? What will happen when you do? Then where will
you go? … All they ever think about all day long is what they don’t know. That’s what a scientist’s job is ...”
Tim Watkins, Climate Change Science and Education Coordinator for the National Park Service says, “In formal
science education, students are almost never asked ‘what do you wonder about?’
When I’ve asked them, they’re grateful and startled. Once they get over their
discomfort of being asked, they come up with interesting questions that motivate
their own discovery. Many members of the public view science mostly as a body of
knowledge that has already been solidified. Asking visitors “What do you wonder
about?” and then telling them, as appropriate, “Scientists don’t know the answer to
that; they wonder about exactly the same thing and they’re trying to figure it out by
measuring x,y, and z.” Framing science in this way nurture curiosity; it can spark
long-term interest and engagement in science.

What if ...?
questions free up
the imagination.

2) Science and technology are intimately connected.
Curiosity about how things work and the determination to overcome obstacles that stand between us and finding out
leads to invention, to using technology to answer “what if ” questions. What if you could see the past? What if you
could see into dark places? What might you invent to help you?
What if ...? questions tend to free up the imagination because they allow you to “see things as other than they currently
are” (Berger, 2014, p. 114)—they allow you to shift reality, if only briefly.
According to Berger, “… In today’s increasingly dynamic environment, we’re all being challenged (or soon will be) to
quickly adapt to using new and unfamiliar tools … using ever-changing technology, without clear instructions, and
with the clock ticking. All of which require people to be not only better questioners, but better experimenters” (p.121).
3) Research is about constant revision and refinement. Over time the story is going to change.
As Firestein (2013) said, “I think we have an over-emphasis now on the idea of fact and data and science. …Scientists
themselves don’t care that much about facts. I mean, … we work had to get facts, but we all know they’re the most
unreliable thing about the whole operation. The next generation of scientists with the next generation of tools is going
to revise the facts. That’s what science does it revises. Revisions in science are victories …”

© 2016 • iSWOOPcave.com
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4) One key component of science literacy is “how we know what we know.”
Ask yourself this question: “Does the Earth go around the Sun, or does the Sun go around the Earth?” Chances are that
you answered that the Earth orbits the Sun. Now ask yourself: “How do we know?” Chances are, you know the because
you’ve been told so by your teachers, parents, and various media ever since you were a child. That was the case for me
(and a room full of scientists I once asked). I always knew we live in a heliocentric solar system, but I was ignorant of
the evidence, of the logical way in which observation and inference led to a conclusion, of how hypotheses and models
were tested and rejected. I was also missing out on a wonderful example of discovery and the uniquely human capacity
to learn about our world by asking and answering questions. If literacy in any field means in part understanding how
practitioners create new knowledge, then I was scientifically illiterate when it came to our solar system.
Knowing something to be true only because authorities say so is a dangerous position to be in, and one that
shortchanges democracy. Scientific knowledge is inherently
democratic because it derives from observation and reason,
which anyone can do, not from kings, Popes, or other
authorities. Being ignorant about “how we know what we
know” regarding climate change, vaccines, GMOs, stem cell
technologies, or a dozen other scientific phenomena that affect
our lives may influence our choices and decisions in ways
that run counter to our own interests. In his book Fool Me
Twice: Fighting the Assault on Science in America, Shawn Otto
makes a strong case for science literacy as critically important
in a democracy. He quotes Thomas Jefferson (“Whenever the
people are well informed, they can be trusted with their own
government”) and then asks “In a world dominated by science
that requires extensive education to practice or even fully grasp,
can democracy still prosper … ?”
If we who know science don’t communicate how we know about
our world, then somebody else will fill the void. Ideologues
and others interested in controlling political power or making
a profit may distort ideas, imply bias in research, or intentionally misinform the public. Ultimately, knowledge is
power and to remain scientifically illiterate in a science-dominated age is to cede power. Park interpreters and allies
are especially well-positioned to foster scientific literacy – that includes an understanding of how scientists know
things. Park interpreters can focus on scientific issues like climate change or land use, that affect protected areas and
people. They can take advantage of the fact that parks are public places to connect science literacy to civic engagement.
Through emotionally and intellectually rich, place-based experiences, they can introduce visitors to the processes of
science more deeply than is possible through many non-place-based approaches. And by drawing on the parks’ long
history of story-telling, they can convey the excitement of scientific inquiry and discovery.
5) So what? Why it matters is determined by US--when we the public, individuals, NPS, act on what
we know.
There are good reasons to proactively include the public in discussions about the research on and near national parks.
First, opportunities to engage benefit visitors in their lifelong learning. Educational research shows that people have
greater motivation to engage and learn if the subject matter is directly relevant to their lives and interests and/or if the
learning process is interactive—one in which the learner affects the learning process, content, and/or outcomes of the
experience (Falk, 2001).
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Second, resource managers, park leaders, municipal governments, congressional representatives, every individual,
we all make small and large decisions that will affect our own, our families’, future generations’ life on the planet. For
example, think about all the ripple effects that occur when you choose to drink water—where it comes from, whether
it’s safe, how resource-intensive its packaging is. Making decisions about resources, regulation, and policy will have
implications for air, water, and soil quality. If we employ science to aid these decisions and policies, but don’t talk about
the science, where it’s come from, researchers’ assumptions and evidence, we leave too many people out. Basic research
is key to understanding our planet and our impact on it. Every decision and action will make a difference in life and
death to some organism. We are all potentially affected and deserve to be involved in making decisions.
Third, iSWOOP fills a gap.
Public understanding of science usually focuses on
delivery of specific content rather than on helping
the public experience and understand the process
of research, that is, the way that scientific questions
are asked, answered, and debated by the scientific
community (Lewenstein and Bonney 2004). The
mismatch then between the public’s understanding
and expectations from public science research and
what the scientific community produces result in
disappointment and disillusionment that compromise
our ability to make well thought out decisions
(Bonney et al., 2009).

Lebar and Pfundstein, 2014

Natural, physical, and health science topics are a recurrent theme in nearly every facet of public life and partisan
politics, facets touching each and every American in some manner on a daily basis. Toward the betterment of the adult
citizen’s personal, familial, and communal lives, there is an important need to improve the adult populace’s science
literacy, more specifically, their civic science literacy (CSL). CSL is broadly defined as having the scientific vocabulary
and science process understanding for making science-centric decisions in one’s life, including the ability to propose,
vote on, and execute science-centric policy (Coleman, 1976; Miller, 1993; Miller, 1998). (Cronin & Messemer, 2013).
Sources and Authorship
Written in collaboration with Tim Watkins, National Park Service.
Berger, W. (2014). A More Beautiful Question. New York: Bloomsbury USA.
Cronin, D.P., & Messemer, J.E. (2013). Elevating Adult Civic Science Literacy Through a Renewed Citizen Science
Paradigm. Adult Learning. 24(4), 143-150.
Bonney, R., Ballard, H., Jordan, R., McCallie, E., Phillips, T., Shirk, J., & Wilderman, C. C. (2009). Public Participation
in Scientific Research: Defining the Field and Assessing Its Potential for Informal Science Education. A CAISE Inquiry
Group Report. Washington, DC: Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education (CAISE).
Falk, J. H., Donovan, E., & Woods, R. (2001). Free-choice science education: How we learn science outside of school.
New York: Teachers College Press.
Rehm, D. (2013, May 22). Ignorance: How It Drives Science [interview with Stuart Firestein]. In National Public Radio,
Diane Rehm Show. Retrieved from http://thedianerehmshow.org/shows/2012-09-03/stuart-firestein-ignorance-how-itdrives-science-rebroadcast
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Examining Visualizations with Others
Note these questions are designed to open conversation with multiple right answers possible.

With any visualization, you can ask:

a) What are you struck by? What do you notice or see?

b) Does this image or text connect with, resonate with, remind
you of anything you’ve experienced before—something visual
or written or some other type of experience?

c) Is there a story here? What mood/emotion/tone or attitude
comes through?

An example of a visualization from Hristov and
Allen’s work that lent itself to interpretation

d) What are you wondering about? What puzzles you about the piece? What questions does it raise for you?

e) Imagine you are in the image (as the infant bat, for example). Narrate your experience from that point of
view. Does it bring up anything new for you in how you understand that world?

f) Although scientists tend to act as if science is always objective, every visualization presents just part of the
story, reflecting conscious choices about what to show and what not to show. How might this image be a
partial story?

(Collected by Rosebery and Warren at the Cheche Konnen Center at TERC.)
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Capturing Visitors’ Responses
It’s always a huge challenge to prove impact from the educational work done in informal settings. In the spirit of
accumulating evidence of our impact or influence, please make the following a habit:

After Formal Programs
Ask for a show of hands at the end of iSWOOP programs (when iSWOOP techniques/visualizations were used).
•

As a result of today’s program, did you pick up on a new ways to think about the park?
Then ask for examples from a few volunteers.

•

Who found out something about scientists’ work they didn’t know before?
Then ask for examples from a few volunteers.

Invite participants to tell you afterwards what was their favorite part or what was interesting to them.
Record responses.
Record the ratio reflecting the number of people who raised their hands compared to the whole group. For example:
10 people out of 14 indicated they picked up new ways to think about the park. Keep track anywhere handy: on a
clipboard, on an iPad, or phone. Estimates are fine if counting takes too long.
Where to record responses.
Submit them using the google form at http://goo.gl/forms/lyvrpJVitu or email them to martha_merson@terc.edu
(scan handwritten notes).

After informal interactions
Interp’s
Name

Date

Rove
Location

Length of
Interaction
<5

Maria

6/30/16

GM Trail

|||

Total
Contacts

Visitor
interest and
motivation

Comments

5-10 > 10
||||
||||

|

14

more about Rock collectors
interested!
rocks

Sharing after Both Types of Interactions
For each program, we will be curious to hear all that you remember. Take a few moments to share. Include:
•

Visitors’ observations, comments, questions, predictions

•

What went well? What questions are you glad you asked?

•

What do you want to do differently next time, if anything?

All of this information helps us understand the teaching and learning possibilities of iSWOOP.
We may establish a blog or Facebook page for sharing. Meanwhile, email martha_merson@terc.edu.
During busy times, we understand if you reflect on one program or combine your memories from a few recent
interactions with visitors rather than after every iSWOOP program.
© 2016 • iSWOOPcave.com
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Techniques and Tips for Using a Tablet-based Visual Library
These ideas are a compilation based on comments from iSWOOP interpreters in 2014.
Beforehand
•

Check the battery.

•

Make a mini-presentation so you have handy the images or videos you know you want to show in the
sequence that makes sense to you.

•

Practice starting and pausing videos. Imagine holding the iPad to show others the screen.

•

Plan different ways you can give mention and give credit to participating researchers.

•

Read up. At Carlsbad Caverns, several interpreters had to field questions about bat houses. Questions about
rain barrels or invasives may come up. Be ready to involve others in the audience in brainstorming.

•

Plan questions to get the visitors involved in thinking: Why might scientists pick a bog or lake to core instead
of this field? In places where you’ve lived have you experienced major landscape changes? What were some of
the causes or factors? Vary your questions, posing some to consider and some to answer. Choose those that
invite a personal truth rather than forensic truth (with a right or wrong answer). For example: what do you
see as some advantages or disadvantages of a cooler climate vs. how high were sea levels a thousand years ago?

•

Plan some questions to find out whether the visitor has knowledge of geology or paleontology as a hobby or
has worked with cores. Use their expertise and prior knowledge to add to your repertoire. Listen for a story
you can share with others.

Locations for an iSWOOP conversation
•

Approach people in areas where the light
works in your favor

•

Approach people waiting around, e.g., for a
tour, program, or transportation

•

Start conversations where there is a space to
talk; keep the main path clear

•

Avoid upstaging the landscape. Rather than
asking, “Want to see something cool?” assume
they already are. Ask instead: “Want to see the
park from a different perspective?” or “Want
to see how researchers are looking at the
landscape?”

Initiating the conversation
•

Credit: Lebar & Pfundstein

Make a connection, then use visualizations in response to visitors’ questions.
One interpreter said: I will say hello and ask them how they are doing and if they are enjoying their day…
This invites them to talk to me. I will then ask them if they have any questions. … If they have questions, I
will use the iPad.
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•

Start with a question about visitors’ personal experience or a hypothetical experience.
Have you ever dug into the bottom of a lake? or What would you say if I offered you a handful of mud from
11,000 years ago?

•

Start with an offer to show some images.
Anyone interested in what plant-eating critters might have found for dinner here 10,000 years ago? If you
have a few minutes I can show you ….

Sustaining or expanding the conversation
•

Use open-ended questions to keep conversation going.
After showing a visual or telling a vignette, ask people what they noticed or how it felt to see the landscape
from this other perspective instead of their own eyes.
Asking why they think things are happening tends to generate questions.
Ask, “So what?” or “Why do you think it’s important?” “Who else in your life might be interested in this?”
“Would you like to take a picture of anything to remember this?”

•

Build science literacy, and increase STEM learning
Explain the process of collecting and analyzing core samples.

•

Work in references to the researchers
Acknowledge the source of the visual library.
“I have some videos I can show you. A researcher named Jacquelyn Gill has shared what she is investigating
so we can answer some questions, not all of them. iSWOOP is a project funded by the National Science
Foundation to make sure that they public knows about the cool science going on in national parks.”

•

Be mindful of visitors’ attention spans.
Leaving visitors curious with an ongoing interest is more important than telling them everything you know.
Make connections to resources they might enjoy online. Recommend programs or other opportunities at the
park.

After the fact
Make a list. Keep track of visitors’ questions. Share them with other iSWOOP project participants and tell us how you
answered them. Share the questions that you couldn’t answer as well, so we can brainstorm together.

© 2016 • iSWOOPcave.com
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Resources for Science Storytellers
Filmmaker and scientist Randy Olson reminds us to arouse and fulfill. He has resources to offer:
•

“And, But, Therefore” (ABT) approach to narrative, with a video about the ABT Dice: http://www.
scienceneedsstory.com/2015/10/07/3-acquiring-narrative-intuition-painlessly-the-abt-dice/

•

Narrative Index, including the difference between narrative and story: http://www.scienceneedsstory.com/
blog/the-narrative-index/

•

Storymaker app for iPhone and iPad: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/connection-storymaker/
id697184730?ls=1&mt=8

Nine Ways to Tell a Science Story
Tips for Writing Your Story from
The Story Collider: Stories about Science

https://prezi.com/nirffuion6km/nine-ways-to-tell-a-science-story/

A tidbit of advice from Story Collider:
The story must have an arc. This means that you, the
storyteller, change from the beginning to the end of the
story. This change can be big or small -- as momentous as
becoming a father or as small as learning to ask for help
-- but it has to be there in order for the audience to feel that
the story is going somewhere.

Check this link for some concrete tips for stories
with science content:
http://www.storycollider.org/writing-your-story/

Advice from This American Life on how they evaluate pitches, which is a way for anyone to evaluate their own
story.
There is a story in the most traditional sense. The story is clear about who the characters are and what the conflict is. Also: the
story raises some bigger question or issue, some universal thing to think about.

Adapted from http://www.thisamericanlife.org/about/submissions
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20 Plots
Found on http://womeninwetlands.blogspot.com/2013/08/presentation-myths-tell-good-story.html, from 20
Master Plots and How to Build Them by Ronald Tobias, published by Writer’s Digest Books (2012).

1) Quest

11) Metamorphosis

2) Adventure

12) Transformation

3) Pursuit

13) Maturation

4) Rescue

14) Love

5) Escape

15) Forbidden Love

6) Revenge

16) Sacrifice

7) The Riddle

17) Discovery

8) Rivalry

18) Wretched Excess

9) Underdog

19) Ascension

10) Temptation

20) Descension

General Storytelling Tips from The Moth
Excerpted and adapted from http://niemanstoryboard.org/stories/how-to-tell-a-story-the-moth/
Make sure you can answer: What happens in this story? Who’s in it? What do they do? What happens to them? What do
they want? What’s in their way? How do they succeed, or why do they fail?
When you listen to stories, pay attention to and write down:
•

who the story is about, what you learn about him/her

•

the story arc where the story begins, where the story changes, where the story ends

•

three instances of description, how the teller invites listeners to imagine the smells or sights.

•

how the characters talk

•

the storyteller’s delivery style. Is it playful? Formal? Breathless? Somber? Some of each?

Breaking down how stories work can help you more easily recognize the elements of narrative − and opportunities for
narrative − in your own pieces. Have fun!

© 2016 • iSWOOPcave.com
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Conversations about Scientists’ Visualizations
We hope you will get conversations going about researchers’ questions, visualizations of their data, and their findings.
iSWOOP programs should have many chances for visitors to examine visual data closely, to form their own ideas, and
to talk through those ideas with their companions.
All questions aren’t equal. Pay attention to the types of questions you pose.
You might want to keep track of questions that you’d like to try and which questions work for you.

Types of Questions
Closed questions invite a short focused answer. Recall questions require that something is remembered and offered
in response to the question. Closed questions work at Phase 1 of a dialogue.
Examples: Have you visited the park before? When did your family settle in your home?
Rhetorical questions don’t require an answer, and are sometimes humorous.
Example: Who wants to eat insects for dinner?
Rhetorical questions are often used by presenters to get the
audience to think. Politicians, priests, camp counselors may use
rhetorical questions when addressing large audiences to help
keep attention. ‘Who wants to eat mosquitos for dinner?’ is not a
question that requires an answer, but our brains are programmed
to think about it, thus keeping us more engaged with the speaker.
Like generalizations, they can be irksome or off-base, e.g., We all
like vacation (if a relationship is strained or childcare is an issue, vacation might not be so welcome) or Who
wouldn’t want to spend 10 days in this national park? (Visitors may be suffering from allergies, feel homesick,
not care for the weather or crowds.)
Leading questions set a direction for the listeners. They can establish common ground.
Example: What do you think is scary about being in nature?
Something simple like, ‘What do you think is scary about bats?’ points the listener towards thinking about fears.
Instead you could ask: “What are some words to describe bats?”
Open questions invite a longer response with more potential for creativity and information to be shared in the
answer. They can also be thought of as process questions, meaning they require deeper thought, analysis, and/or
sharing of an opinion. Questions that invite sharing of experiences (Phase 2 in facilited dialogues) fit under this
umbrella. Questions might welcome the group members to share differing experiences, as well as similar experiences.
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•

How did you first come to understand this issue? When did you first encounter this issue? Can you
remember the first time you learned about…? What does this [issue or term] mean to you? Tell about a time
when xyz happened to you or someone in your life.

•

What differences do you notice in the ways you’ve experienced this topic? How was your personal experience
different from others you heard in the group? Did you hear any similarities? To what do you attribute the
similarities in experience?

iSWOOPcave.com • © 2016

Specific types of open (process) questions
Affective questions elicit expressions of attitude, values, or feelings.
Example: What one or two words describe how you felt as you entered the park?
Often these questions may start with or contain phrases such as:
• How do you feel about __________ ?
• Is __________ important to you?
• Would you like to _________ ?
Divergent questions allow visitors to explore different avenues. These types of questions often
require people to analyze, synthesize and then project or predict different outcomes. A divergent
question can serve as an overarching question that frames an experience.
Example: What if we didn’t have this research or understanding? Why is it worthwhile to ... ?
Example: How would a change [in policy] affect you or your experience? What about others’?
Divergent questions can lead to a variety of answers or scenarios, so ....
•

Correctness may be contextual, or arrived at through basic knowledge, logic, conjecture,
intuition, or imagination. A wide range of answers could be considered correct. Often
correctness is determined based on the possibility or probability. one needs to be prepared
for the fact that there may not be right or definitely correct answers to these questions.

•

Frequently the intention is to stimulate imaginative thought, to probe for cause and effect
relationships, to allow participants to explore the roots of their perspectives, surface
assumptions.

Evaluative questions usually require participants to take time to reflect and synthesize.
Example: What, if anything, did you hear that challenged your assumptions?
Example: How would you apply what you’ve heard today to your life?
Example: What recommendations do you have [for policies or approaches]?
More details/explanation about evaluative questions:
•

In attempting to answer evaluative questions, people may be combining multiple logical
and/or affective thinking process, or comparative frameworks.

•

Often an answer is analyzed at multiple levels and from different perspectives before the
participant arrives at newly synthesized information or conclusions.

•

Questions help participants make meaning and draw new insights.

© 2016 • iSWOOPcave.com
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What an iSWOOP Program Looked Like
Ellen Rohn (now Trautner) crafted this iSWOOP TALK in 2014.
Topic: Bat Research
Theme: Using advancements in technology, biologists who work in partnership with Carlsbad
Caverns continue to increase our knowledge about the Brazilian free-tailed bats that live here.
Notice: Research
is prominent.

Goal: Visitors will appreciate how technology aids bat researchers and connects the
stakeholders, themselves, with that research.
Objectives:
1) By the end of the program, visitors can identify at least one technology that helps us learn
about bats.
2) By the end of the program, the adult members of the audience will appreciate the fact that
they are the stakeholders of the research happening in public lands.
3) One week after the program, at least half the audience members can identify one new thing
they saw at the program or learned about scientists.

Introduction SLIDE: loop of bat flight video playing on the screen
Has anyone seen a bat flight in person here?
Notice: Visitors
express their
questions.
Visitors explore
challenges, which
potentially leads
to increased
appreciation for
scientists efforts.

If yes, and they are willing to engage, ask for details.

For those of you who haven’t, does anyone want to?

If during BF season, remind them the time of the evening program
and that it is free.

This is how most of us we experience bats. They wake up
when we are going to bed, and so we only see them for a
short time. Does anyone here ever wonder about the lives of bats? What are your questions?
We have some scientists, bat biologists, who have many questions about our bats. But what
are some of the difficulties of studying bats?

Get some feedback—encourage them to look at the video and make observations: they’re small, they
fly away, it’s getting too dark to see them, etc.

Next SLIDE: high speed camera’s image of bat flight
Have you ever seen bats like this before?
Notice: Visitors are
invited to observe
before being told
what is important.

Encourage visitors to come closer, to examine the video. Allow
time for reactions—usually excitement! Explain the high speed
camera: 3-5,000 frames/second; great detail, slow motion.

Does this help with observing bats?

Sometimes visitors observe that the bats are still flying out of the
frame, so you can’t watch just one individual. If not, I’ll suggest
that point, which leads to… next slide!

Next SLIDE: Bat in wind tunnel
Bats can learn to fly in wind tunnels!

Explain wind tunnel, how scientists have gotten this image
Notice: Visitors are
invited to speculate.
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How could scientists use this image to answer questions
about bats?

Allow time for answers. Sometimes it’s helpful to compare and
contrast in order to come up with observations, questions, and
answers... next slide!
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Next SLIDE: Fruit bat and free-tailed bat videos side by side
Do you notice any similarities and differences?
Notice: There’s
much to observe and
comment on when
there are two to
compare.

Follow up on each observation, pointing out differences
between the two species. For example, Wing shape:
different flight needs, one species has food that flies
away from it! Use of echo location: only insectivorous
bats have this.

Has anyone heard of motion capture?

Allow time for answers. If scientists want to examine
motion more closely, they can apply this technology.

Next SLIDE: Motion capture markers
Notice: Visitors hear
about cutting edge
technology, how
scientists know what
they know.

How does motion capture work?

Explain how cameras track reflective markers, balls, or
dots on moving people or objects. Animators, physical
therapists, and scientists use motion capture! This gives
us a realistic computer model that we can manipulate in
order to make more observations and test hypotheses.

Next SLIDE: Bat flying in wind tunnel

Notice: The interpreter
connects technology
and research
questions.

What sort of questions might you have about
this bat’s flight?
The biologists who study our bats here have
been using motion capture to explore the
mechanics of bats in flight.

Next SLIDE: Computer model of bat, flying at 2 speeds
Why does this bat have two pairs of wings?
Notice: Interpreter
nurtures curiosity.

Explain orientation of bat. Start video loop, ask them to make
observations. Faster speed has greater range, flexes more, etc.

Observations lead to questions. With advancements
in technology, we have the ability to answer a lot more
questions! Of course, that will generate even more
research questions…

Concluding SLIDE: Loop of bat flight, normal speed

Notice: Interpreter
conveys enthusiasm
for park-based
research.
Visitors have a stake.
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There are obstacles to studying bats that technology can help us overcome. We can watch
bats fly in slow motion and see how much is happening in the blink of an eye. We can study
the motion of bats in flight on computer models. There are other technologies, such as
thermal imaging cameras, which can help us “see” bats in their completely dark home. The
cool thing is: this research is taking place right here, in your national park. The scientists
who study these bats might be here at night when we can’t see them, but they want to share
what they’re learning with us. After all, we are all stakeholders in this science. It’s happening
in our public lands. Thanks to a new program called iSWOOP, scientists are getting the
opportunity to share their work with all of us who visit our parks. These images all came
from the biologists who partner with Carlsbad Caverns. And now, they are partnered with
you, too.
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Pollen Counting and Sediment Core Sampling
What is it?
Pollen grains are the reproductive bodies of flowering plants and conifers. Each of these grains has its very own
unique shape depending on what plant it comes from. When pollen grains are washed or blown into bodies of water,
their tough outer walls allow them to be preserved in sediment at the bottoms of ponds, bog, and lakes. Pollen walls
are made of sporopollenin, which is very chemically stable and strong both when it’s reproductively viable and when
preserved in an oxygen-free environment like sediment or ice.
Sediment accumulates in lake bottoms. Every time the wind blows or it rains hard, sediment blows or washes into
lakes and ponds. Each year’s sediment forms a layer on top of the sediment from past years, so the pollen and the
sediment form layers that correspond to a specific time. The date when the sediment and pollen were deposited can be
determined by using radiocarbon dating.
A sediment core is a cylinder of earth extracted with a device. The person taking the core forcefully inserts and then
extracts a hollow metal cylinder into the lake bottom or peat bog. As one pushes in and removes the earth, the device
keeps the sample from losing its shape. Researchers lay out the samples according to their depth in order to look at a
record over time in chronological order. Some material is sent off to labs for radiocarbon dating and some samples are
treated with chemicals to break down all but the pollen.
Why do scientists count pollen?
Knowing what types of plants were growing in a geographic area allows scientists to make inferences about the
conditions in the past—the kinds of plants that grew, but also how many were established. If they know something
about the plants that were around, they can speculate about what animals and other organisms used those plants for
food or nests or habitat. Some scientists use distributions of plants to trace changes in climate.
Benefits
By analyzing pollen from well-dated sediment cores, scientists can obtain records of changes in vegetation going back
hundreds of thousands, and even millions of years. Comparing trends in vegetation from the last few thousand years
to recent trends can help scientists determine how human activities have had an impact on ecosystems.
Challenges
The grains are very small, typically between 10 and 200 micrometers, which requires mounting them on microscope
slides for examination. To give you an idea of how small that really is, there are 1,000 micrometers in 1 millimeter,
and a millimeter is about equal to the width of a pinhead.
Pollen analysis is expensive, time-consuming, and even hazardous. Jacquelyn Gill, paleoecologist says, “We bring the
core back to the lab, take many samples, do all kinds of nasty things to them with fun chemicals like acetic anhydride
and hydrofluoric acid to remove sands, clays, humic acids, carbonates, and organic material, until all that’s left at the
end is a mostly-pollen sludge. This pollen-rich residue then gets smeared on a slide for viewing with a microscope
(400x), and painstakingly identified to the genus or family level (rarely species).
“It can take as much as a year to produce a single pollen diagram from one sediment core. Add to that the time and
costs associated with radiocarbon dating (anywhere from $250 to $600 a pop!). For every sample through time,
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you need to make sure you count enough
pollen grains to make sure you’re really
getting a sense of the rare types (not all
plants produce the same amount of pollen,
which complicates things). I counted,
on average, over 400 pollen and spores
for each sample [for my dissertation].
“Counting” is an oversimplification–
sometimes, the pollen are easy to identify
(like grass). Other times, I’d spend quite
a bit of time going through various keys
and reference slides to determine a new
or unknown type. Early on, there were
times I realized I’d been mis-identifying a
particular grain, and had to go back and recheck. Sometimes, my count sheet in Excel
would crash. Other times, uncooperative
sediments meant that I’d have to re-process
an entire batch of samples in order to count
them” (Gill, 2011).
Questions scientists have answered
using it
Composite image by Martin Oeggerli; 14 SEM scans by Ralf Buchner and
Heidemarie Halbritter, University of Vienna. Pollen comes in many forms
Changes in the types and abundances of
and sizes. The diameter of a pumpkin pollen grain (at center) is as thick as a
different types of pollen tell us about plant
dollar bill. The tiny speck at its lower right is a grain of forget-me-not pollen.
communities in the past– like how forests
respond to climate change. For example.
in Maine, the numbers of spruce grew and
shrank as the climate changed. Gill uses pollen counts along with spores from a dung fungus to tell us about how plant
communities changed following the extinction of ice-age herbivores (2011).

Sources
Barton, A., White, A., & Cogbill, C. (2012). The Changing Nature of the Maine Woods. Lebanon, NH: University of
New Hampshire Press.
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/news/picture-climate-what%E2%80%99s-smaller-pinhead-can-tell-us-about-climate
serc.carleton.edu/eslabs/weather/6.html
Gill, J. (21 October, 2011). [Blog entry]. Retrieved from https://contemplativemammoth.wordpress.com/2011/10/21/
no-pollen-grains-were-harmed-in-the-writing-of-this-dissertation/contemplativemammoth.wordpress.com
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Long-Range Laser Scanning
By recording and analyzing 3D Laser scanning, scientists can make accurate, distant and non-invasive
surveys of complex physical environments
What is long-range laser scanning?
Long-range laser scanning is a new technology that uses laser light to survey
complex environments. Sometimes referred to as LIDAR, 3D scanning, or
time-of-ﬂight range ﬁnding, the technology is used by scientists, engineers and
architects. Here we use the term 3D laser scanner as the most general form of
the technology but refer speciﬁcally to a low-power, laser-based device that uses
a noncontact method of collecting distance measurements. Imagine you want to
map out the Big Room at CAVE, how would you take accurate measurements of
the topography and features? Traditional methods might include a tape measure
or a range finder that can be purchased at a local hardware store. The principle
advantage of 3D laser scanning is the speed and accuracy of recordings can be
made. This method can collect up to 1,000,000 data points every second, and can
make measurements as close as 1/16in (2mm) at 300ft (150m). 3D laser scanners
use a vertically revolving mirror in combination with a horizontally panning base to steer a laser beam and estimate
the distance between features in the environment and the device. This creates a “point cloud” of data, a virtual reality
model of the recorded setting, that can be used for direct distance, area, or volume measurements, or the data can be
converted to other formats to generate models for further manipulation.
Why do bat scientists use long-range laser scanning?
Bats do not exist in isolation but instead are immersed and interact with objects in their environment at different
scales. 3D laser scanning makes the reality of bats’ environment more understandable.
How do scientists use 3D laser scanning?
Laser scanners quantify the 3D environment, including indoors and out and in between spaces such as caves.
Therefore, a single scan is rarely sufﬁcient to capture all the information of a three-dimensional environment. Multiple
scans resolve this limitation and often scientists make numerous acquisitions from various vantage points to get a
more accurate representation of the setting. Whether 2 or 200 scans are collected, they need to be “stitched” together
by either a computer program or a human. Once recorded and processed, laser scans produce an image that can be
manipulated and viewed from different perspectives for further investigation.
Benefits
•

High accuracy

•

Fast data collection

•

Intuitive interpretation from a virtual reality “point-cloud”

Challenges
•

Cluttered environments require more time and more scans

•

Instrumentation is sensitive and demanding to operate

Questions about wildlife scientists have answered about bats’
habitat by laser scanning
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•

How large are the caves that bats use for homes?

•

How much surface does a colony of bats cover?

•

How do caves bats occupy differ in their shape and volume?
iSWOOPcave.com • © 2016

Spending iSWOOP Project Funds
What can project funds designated for iSWOOP implementation be used for?
In the proposal planning phase, we talked about making funds available for park staff to travel for iSWOOP workshops,
to get paid for overtime to do outreach, and to defray the costs of participating for scientists.

How do park staff access funds?
Send an email with your request/plan and the estimated cost, provide price quotes (if applicable), and give us a
rationale for the proposed expense(s). TERC complies with guidelines for spending federal funds. We will first confirm
that it’s an allowable expense and then determine the appropriate funding mechanism on a case-by-case basis. There
are three ways we can go:
1. TERC drafts a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) contract with a budget that will cover a number of things.
This makes sense if there will be $1,000 or more spent in a 12-month period [project year]. Likely we will not need
this mechanism in the first year of our work together. An MoU could be with a park, a Friends Group, or with an
institution with which a scientist is affiliated.
2. Parks (or individuals) submit invoices for expenses they have incurred with documentation of the cost, and TERC
will reimburse. This option is most appropriate for the purchase of items and purchased services. Again, expenses must
be approved before any purchase is made.
3. TERC creates an Independent Contractor Agreement (ICA) with a scientist to cover his/her labor, as well as
expenses like student assistants, travel, and supplies.

Here are a few sample scenarios and how they would play out. This list does not cover every potential
situation, so please contact TERC if you are unsure of the procedure.
Sample Expense Type

Sample Expected Cost

Supplies needed to do field work
with scientists, purchased by
institution

$150 covers disposable supplies

Funding Mechanism
(Assume first step is TERC approval via email.)

Submit receipt(s) along with an invoice
from institution.
1) PreAuthorization for Travel form
submitted before trip (provided by TERC).

Scientists’ travel expenses (if
scientist does not have a contract
with TERC)

$250 for 2 nights’ lodging to be
part of iSWOOP professional
development

2) Scientist submits receipts and Travel
Reimbursement Form (provided by TERC)

Outreach event on behalf of
iSWOOP

$15/hour for a meeting or daylong community event

Friends Group submits an invoice. TERC
reimburses.

Travel for public visitors

$700 defrays cost of bus or
boat travel for underserved.

Park submits an invoice to TERC with proof
of expense.

Ground travel for NPS staff to go
to workshops or for state park staff
to join an iSWOOP workshop

Mileage set by federal
government

Individuals fill out travel reimbursement
forms if they drive their own autos or pay
for public transportation.
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If any labor is also being charged, an honorarium
form must also be completed in addition to the
above.
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Sample email request:
I’d like funds to cover two days of a student’s time assisting with set-up and equipment during fieldwork
sessions for interpreters at XYZ Park on June 13 and 14, 2017. We will also need 18 kits with slides and a
bottle of solution. Each kit will cost $xx and the bottle of solution $x.
[NOTE:Please attach quotes or product supplier URLs as pricing backup for your request.]
Sample invoice format:				


 

TERC’s Travel Reimbursement Form
0DVVDFKXVHWWV$YH
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